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[1] We use the third perihelion pass by the Ulysses spacecraft to illustrate and investigate
the ‘‘flux excess’’ effect, whereby open solar flux estimates from spacecraft increase
with increasing heliocentric distance. We analyze the potential effects of small-scale
structure in the heliospheric field (giving fluctuations in the radial component on timescales
smaller than 1 h) and kinematic time-of-flight effects of longitudinal structure in the
solar wind flow. We show that the flux excess is explained by neither very small-scale
structure (timescales < 1 h) nor by the kinematic ‘‘bunching effect’’ on spacecraft sampling.
The observed flux excesses is, however, well explained by the kinematic effect of larger-
scale (>1 day) solar wind speed variations on the frozen-in heliospheric field. We
show that averaging over an interval T (that is long enough to eliminate structure
originating in the heliosphere yet small enough to avoid cancelling opposite polarity radial
field that originates from genuine sector structure in the coronal source field) is only an
approximately valid way of allowing for these effects and does not adequately explain or
account for differences between the streamer belt and the polar coronal holes.
Citation: Lockwood, M., M. Owens, and A. P. Rouillard (2009), Excess open solar magnetic flux from satellite data: 1. Analysis
of the third perihelion Ulysses pass, J. Geophys. Res., 114, A11103, doi:10.1029/2009JA014449.
1. Introduction
[2] The Ulysses spacecraft is the first to survey the radial
component Br of the magnetic field in heliosphere, outside
the ecliptic plane and as a function of heliospheric distance, r.
It has revealed that the absolute value of the radial field
(normalized to a reference r of r1), jBrj(r/r1)2, is independent
of heliographic latitude, L. This was first found to apply as
the satellite passed from the ecliptic plane to over the
southern solar pole [Smith and Balogh, 1995; Balogh et al.,
1995]. Subsequently, this result has been confirmed by the
pole-to-pole ‘‘fast’’ latitude scan during the first perihelion
pass and during the second ascent of Ulysses to the southern
polar region, as reported by Lockwood et al. [1999b] and
Smith et al. [2001], respectively. The second perihelion pass
has also underlined the generality of the result [Smith and
Balogh, 2003; Smith et al., 2003; Lockwood et al., 2004]: this
was important confirmation because, unlike the first perihe-
lion pass, it took place under solar maximum conditions. This
important result has been explained by the low plasma beta of
the solar wind on leaving the coronal source surface. This
results in slightly nonradial flow close to the Sun which
smoothes out differences in the tangential pressure and hence
renders the magnitude of the radial magnetic field constant in
latitude [Suess and Smith, 1996; Suess et al., 1996, 1998;
Lockwood, 2004].
[3] This result means that the signed (of one radial field
polarity) open solar flux threading a sphere of radius r, FS,
can be computed using
FS ¼ 2pr2 jBrjT
 
CR
ð1Þ
The subscript CR is to denote that the averages are taken over
a full Carrington Rotation, required to average out long-
itudinal structure. T is the timescale on which Br data are
preaveraged and then converted into absolute values. The use
of hjBrjTi, rather than hBriT, ensures that cancellation of
opposite-polarity flux within the averaging interval T does
not lead to lost flux (because in general hjBrjTi  jhBriTj
and only if there is only one polarity radial flux within the
averaging interval are jhBriTj and hjBrjTi equal). The total
unsigned flux through the sphere of radius r is 4pr2 hjBrjTiCR
and dividing this by two to obtain the signed flux (given by
equation 1) assumes Maxwell’s equation r . B = 0 (i.e.,
there are no magnetic monopoles inside the heliocentric
sphere of radius r). Lockwood et al. [2004] used data from the
first two perihelion passes to show that the error introduced
into FS estimates by the use of equation (1) was less than
about 5% for averages over a full CR. The value of T should
be chosen so that it is not so large that the opposing field
in ‘‘toward’’ and ‘‘away’’ sectors of the coronal source field
are canceled (which would cause FS to be underestimated)
yet should be large enough that small-scale structure in the
heliospheric field (which does not reflect structure in the
source field and so would cause FS to be overestimated)
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is averaged out [Wang and Sheeley, 1995, 2002; Lockwood,
2002; Lockwood et al., 2006].
[4] Owens et al. [2008] have recently confirmed the
general validity of using equation (1) with data from a single
spacecraft to compute the unsigned open solar flux (2FS) by
comparing the results of simultaneous observations by wide-
ly spaced craft in the heliosphere. The equation has been used
with data taken from near Earth to study the long-term varia-
tion of the open solar flux [Wang and Sheeley, 1995;
Lockwood et al., 1999a; Owens et al., 2008]. In turn, this
has been used with historic geomagnetic data to reconstruct
the variation of the open solar flux over the past 150 years
[Lockwood et al., 1999a; Rouillard et al., 2007].
[5] The study by Owens et al. [2008] revealed that neither
latitudinal nor longitudinal separation of heliospheric space-
craft introduced significant differences to average estimates
of FS. However, they did find a consistent (5% per AU)
increase in the estimated FS with heliocentric distance r,
which we here refer to as the ‘‘flux excess’’ effect. The flux
excess DFS in the present paper is defined as the difference
between the signed open flux FSU derived using equation (1)
from Ulysses data (at r = rU) and FSA, that at ACE (at r =
r1  1 AU) for the same CR. Hence
DFS ¼ FSU  FSA ¼ 2p r2U jBrUjT
 
CR
r21 jBrAjT
 
CR
n o
ð2Þ
where BrU and BrA are the radial fields observed by Ulysses
and ACE, respectively. Owens et al. [2008] show that this
effect becomes pronounced beyond r of about 2.5 AU and
suggest an explanation is that flux estimates at large r are
complicated by a reduced ‘‘signal-to-noise,’’ where the
‘‘signal’’ is the radial field which reflects the source field
leaving the coronal source surface of the Sun and the ‘‘noise’’
is small-scale structure in the radial field introduced during
the field’s propagation through the heliosphere (E. Smith,
personal communication, 2008): as r increases, the magnetic
field becomes increasingly azimuthal, increasing the un-
certainty in the radial component and hence the estimated
flux. In this paper we investigate the sources and nature of
that ‘‘noise.’’
[6] In the present paper we study the third perihelion pass
of Ulysses with a view to better understanding the flux excess
effect. In particular, after an overview in section 2, in section 3
we look for the effects of very small-scale structure by
varying the value of T used in equation (1) between 1 s and
1 h. Because this does not provide an explanation of (or even
a contribution to) the observed flux excess, in section 4 we
investigate the kinematic effects of the time-of-flight of
plasma packets and their frozen-in magnetic field when there
is longitudinal structure in the solar wind flow. Section 4 uses
the theory of kinematic effects (after smoothing to remove
most of the effect of dynamical stream–stream interactions
in compression regions) given in the associated paper by
Lockwood et al. [2009], which is based on the work of
Burlaga and Barouch [1976]. Section 4.1 studies the bunch-
ing effect on solar wind plasma packet times-of-flight on the
sampling by the spacecraft [McComas et al., 1992], whereas
section 4.2 studies the kinematic effects on the frozen-in
heliospheric magnetic field. The results are compared with
the effect of preaveraging the Br data over a period of T =
1 day, which has often been adopted in the past when using
equation (1) [Wang and Sheeley, 1995; Lockwood et al.,
2006].
2. Third Ulysses Perihelion Pass
[7] Figure 1 presents an overview of data from the
Ulysses and ACE spacecraft during the third perihelion pass
of Ulysses between day 36 of 2007 and day 13 of 2008.
Figures 1f and 1g show the heliographic latitudeL and helio-
centric distance r of ACE (green line) and Ulysses (black
line). Perihelion of Ulysses is at rU = 1.39 AU (at LU = 6.9)
and is very close to the time when Ulysses and ACE are at
the same L. The magnitude of the longitudinal separation of
Ulysses and ACE is jDFj = 193.6 at the start of the pass,
falling to 12.1 by the end of the pass (and is 97.8 at
perihelion). Longitudinal structure in the corona, and in the
resulting heliospheric field, means that we do not expect great
similarity between ACE and Ulysses on timescales of a few
days and less, and that comparisons can be made only on
averages over a full solar rotation period (as seen from the
craft). The solar (Carrington) Rotation period seen by
Earth (and ACE) is 27.275 days and that seen by Ulysses is
26.961 days at perihelion (and 26.221 days when averaged
over the whole latitude pass). We here make running means
over 27.0 days intervals as we need to use an integer multiple
of T (see above) when using data preaveraged on a daily
basis. We use the notation that the radial field preaveraged
and made into an absolute value on a timescale T and then
averaged over a 27-day period is hjBrjTi27.
[8] Figure 1a shows daily means of the radial solar wind
speed seen at Ulysses (VR) and reveals an almost solar
minimum configuration [McComas et al., 2003] with large
polar coronal holes giving uniformly fast flow, separated by a
streamer belt of slower solar wind. We note, however, that
coronagraph images show that the streamer belt had not
reached an entirely solar minimum state at the time of this
pass [McComas et al., 2008]. Figure 1b presents the differ-
ence between successive daily means of VR and shows the
flow is considerably more variable on this timescale within
the streamer belt. Figure 1c shows 27-day running means
of all positive 1-s BrU values at Ulysses (outward; red line)
and all negative 1-s BrU values (inward; blue line). In both
cases values have been normalized to r = r1 bymultiplying by
(rU/r1)
2. (Note that the corresponding plot for mean garden
hose angles shows that for the r covered by Ulysses during
this pass these are not close to 90 and so inward/outward
radial field here unambiguously corresponds to toward and
away field.) Like the velocity, the field also shows a near solar
minimum configuration with almost zero outward field in the
northern (L > 0) polar coronal hole and almost zero inward
field in the southern (L < 0) polar coronal hole. The inward
and outward fields are equal at the center of the streamer belt
at a heliographic latitude slightly to the south of that of Earth
and slightly before Ulysses and ACE are at the same L.
Figures 4d and 4e relate to the radial field, again normalized
to r1 using the factor (rU/r1)
2. The values shown are 27-day
running means for the asymptotic limit for T ! 0 (i.e.,
hjBrjT!0i27) as derived in the next section, and so do not
depend on T. The ‘‘Ulysses result’’ of the constancy of
jBrUj(rU/r1)2 with L is seen to apply to first order, as for
the first two perihelion Ulysses passes [Lockwood et al.,
2004]. The ACE values (green line) show that there is a slight
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decreasing trend in the near-Earth value over the interval.
Outside the streamer belt, the ACE values are very close
indeed to the Ulysses values but within the streamer belt there
is a clear flux excess with (rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjT!0i27 exceeding
hjBrAjT!0i27. This flux excess DFS (defined by equation (2)
and calculated for the radial field estimates shown in
Figure 1d) is given by the shaded area in Figure 1e. The flux
excess, for these solar minimum conditions, is a phenomenon
restricted to the streamer belt where the variability in solar
wind flow speed is greater. This is an indication that kine-
matic and/or dynamical interaction effects associated with the
large solar wind speed variability may be the cause of the flux
excess effect noted by Owens et al. [2008], an idea that we
investigate further in section 4.2. The mean value of the flux
excess within the streamer belt (taken to be 40  LU 
40) is DFS = 0.59  1014 Wb which is roughly 16% of the
value from the ACE data at his time: hrUi for this interval
is 1.45 AU. This is very similar to the mean value found by
Owens et al. [2008] for this r. Specifically, from an updated
analysis of the data from all readily available sources (as
presented by Lockwood et al. [2009, Figure 7]), the averaging
bin 1.4 AU r < 1.5 AU yields hri = 1.46 AU with hDFSi =
(0.65 ± 0.04)  1014 Wb (mean values, plus and minus one
standard deviation). Thus the mean flux excess during this
perihelion pass is typical and very close to the mean for all
available data at this r.
3. Small-Scale Structure
[9] The need to introduce a timescale T into equations (1)
and (2) means that the open flux (and hence the flux excess)
will, to some extent depend on T [Lockwood et al., 2006].
Hence one possibility is that very short–period fluctuations
which are averaged out in the interval T in the ACE data are
not similarly averaged out in the Ulysses data over the same
interval, leading to an apparent flux excess.
[10] To investigate the possible effect of the smallest-scale
structure (by which we here mean variations on timescales
T less than an hour), 1-s radial field data (normalized to r1 =
1 AU) from ACE and Ulysses for this third perihelion pass
Figure 1. A comparison of Ulysses and ACE data during the third perihelion pass of Ulysses. (a) The
daily means of the radial solar wind velocity observed by Ulysses, VR.. (b) The difference between
successive daily VR values,DV. (c) The 27-day running means of the outward and inward (red line and blue
line, respectively) radial field components observed at Ulysses, jBrUjout and jBrUjin. (d) The 27-day running
means of the normalized radial field magnitude at Ulysses, (rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjTi27 (black line), and ACE,
hjBrAjTi27 (green line) (e) The flux excess at UlyssesDFS = 2p[rU2 hjBrUjTi27 r12 hjBrAjTi27] (shaded area).
(f) The heliographic latitude of Ulysses (LU; black line) and ACE (LA; green line). (g) The heliocentric
distance of Ulysses (rU; black line) and ACE (rA r1; green line). In all cases the radial field values are the
asymptotic values for T approaching zero, as derived in the example given in Figure 2.
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were pre averaged using T of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 30, 100, 300,
1000 and 3600 s, before absolute values being taken and
daily means, hjBrjTi, computed. The results for two example
days are shown by the solid points in Figure 2. These exam-
ples (one from within a polar coronal hole, one from within
the streamer belt) are typical of those for all 342 days of the
pass. For both the Ulysses and the ACE data, a cubic spline
was fitted to the data, as shown by the solid lines in Figure 2.
The horizontal dot-dash lines show the daily means for hourly
averages (hjBrAjT = 1hi and (rU/r1)2 hjBrUjT = 1hi for ACE and
Figure 2. Analysis of the effect of averaging timescale Ton 1-s radial field data fromACE andUlysses for
two example days in 2007: day 89, when Ulysses is at heliographic latitude LU = 71 and within the
southern polar coronal hole, and day 224, when LU = 0 and Ulysses is in the streamer belt. (left) The mean
value at ACE, hjBrAjTi. (right) The mean value at Ulysses, normalized to r1 = 1AU, hjBrUjTi (rU/r1), both
as a function of T. Points are for T of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 30, 100, 300, 1000, and 3600 s, to which the solid line
is a cubic spline fit. In each case the horizontal dot-dash lines are the extrapolated asymptotic limit as T
approaches zero hjBrjT!0i and the value for T = 1 h, hjBrjT=1hi.
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Ulysses, respectively) and for the asymptotic limit where T
tends to zero (hjBrAjT!0i and (rU/r1)2 hjBrUjT!0i). Note that
for both craft hjBrjT!0i is only slightly greater than the aver-
ages for the raw data used hjBrjT = 1 si (the leftmost data points
in Figure 2).
[11] The values for T = 1 h and T! 0 are compared in the
scatterplots shown Figure 3. The gray points are for daily
means and the black points are for 27-day averages. The
points lie consistently slightly above the dashed diagonal line
showing that hjBrjT!0i consistent exceeds hjBrjT = 1 hi. This is
true for both craft, independent of the latitude of Ulysses. For
both craft the difference between the two is 0.23 nT. By way
of comparison, the mean flux excess in the streamer belt
ofDFS = 0.6 1014Wb corresponds to an increase in jBrj at r
= r1 of 0.42 nT and for small-scale structure to explain the
flux excess we would have needed the deviation from the
dashed line in Figure 3b to have been greater than that in
Figure 3a by 0.42 nT. This is clearly not the case.
[12] Thus we can conclude that there is small-scale struc-
ture in the field and it does influence the jBrj (and hence FS)
estimates depending of the T used. However, its effect is
about half the radial field difference associated with the
excess flux, and does not depend on either r or L. Because
it influences both the Ulysses and the ACE data to almost
exactly the same extent, we can eliminate the possibility that
small-scale structure that exists at small r (but is hidden in
hourly means) is ‘‘ironed out’’ at larger r to give the excess
flux.
[13] This analysis of small-scale structure can be extended
to larger timescales. However, for T > 1 h the behavior
becomes more variable as the effects of small-scale structure
in the heliosphere become convolved with other, larger-scale
heliospheric effects, such as kinematic (time-of-flight) and
dynamical (stream–stream interaction) effects owing to solar
wind speed structure and transient events but also those of the
sector structure in the source field in the solar atmosphere.
Comparison of Figures 4a and 4b demonstrates the effects
of using T = 1 day. The plot shows 27-day running means
of various estimates of the absolute radial field (normalized to
r = r1 = 1 AU) from measurements by Ulysses and ACE
during the third perihelion Ulysses pass. Values derived from
ACE observations are shown by thin black lines, those from
Ulysses data are shown by thick black lines. In addition, the
Ulysses data in Figure 4a are also shown by the area shaded
gray in Figures 4a–4c to facilitate comparisons. In Figure 4a,
the variations shown are for the asymptotic limit of the
timescale T ! 0 for which we get hjBrAjT!0i27 (thin line)
and (rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjT!0i27 (thick line) for ACE and Ulysses,
respectively (these variations are also shown in Figure 1d).
The larger values from Ulysses in the streamer belt, giving
the flux excess, can be seen. Figure 1b shows the correspond-
ing variations for T = 1 day: hjBrAjT = 1 dayi27 (thin line) and
(rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjT = 1 dayi27 (thick line). (Figure 4c is discussed
in section 4.2.) It can be seen that the use of T = 1 day has
reduced the mean values at all times. The reduction for the
Ulysses data is greater in the streamer belt than for the ACE
data and this means the flux excess is reduced, but not quite
completely eliminated, by use of T = 1 day. However, early
and late in the pass, Ulysses is outside the streamer belt
whereas ACE remains within it: and the ACE data are low-
ered more by the use of T = 1 day than the Ulysses data at
these times. It is noticeable that the lowering of the ACE data
Figure 3. Scatterplots of themean absolute radial field for T= 1 h against the asymptotic limiting value for
T! 0 (the upper horizontal dashed lines in Figure 2). Gray points are daily means, and black points are CR
averages for (a) ACE data during the third Ulysses perihelion pass and for (b) the Ulysses data from the
same interval. The Ulysses data have been normalized to r = 1 AU using the factor (rU/r1)
2. Equal values
would lie on the dashed lines. The values for T ! 0 are systematically greater than those for T = 1 h by
0.23nT in Figures 3a and 3b.
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is considerably variable such that hjBrAjT = 1 dayi27 has more
variability than hjBrAjT!0i27. This contrasts with the effect
for T  1 h where the reduction is very close to constant for
a given T (as in Figure 3).
[14] For the Ulysses data, the use of T = 1 day results in
lower values within the streamer belt than in the polar coronal
hole (by about the same amount that the values for T ! 0
are larger there). Thus using both T = 1 day and T ! 0 the
Ulysses result (that (rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjTi27 is independent of
latitude) is only a first-order result.
4. Kinematic Effects
[15] Here we use the theory of kinematic variations dis-
cussed in the work of Lockwood et al. [2009], which will not
be repeated here. There are two effects. First field lines in
compression regions are sampled more frequently than those
in rarefaction regions, compared to at the source surface, and
this sampling bias increases with increasing heliocentric
distance r [McComas et al., 1992]. In section 4.2, we inves-
tigate the potential effect of this sampling bias on the flux
excess. Second, flow variations cause an additional compo-
nent of the radial component of the frozen-in magnetic field
[Burlaga and Barouch, 1976]. This effect, as discussed in
section 4.2, also increases with increasing r.
4.1. Effects of Kinematic Bunching on Sampling
[16] Plasma parcels seen dtU apart at Ulysses (r = rU)
will have left the sphere of radius r1 at an intervals dt1 apart.
The velocities seen at rU at times tU and (tU + dtU) are V and
V + dV, respectively. If we assume, in the first instance, that
V is independent of r (the effects of dynamic stream–stream
interactions will be considered later):
dt1 ¼ dtU þ rU  r1ð Þ=Vf g  rU  r1ð Þ= V þ dVð Þf g ð3Þ
Thus increases in the flow speed (dV > 0) will cause a
‘‘bunching up’’ of plasma parcels at Ulysses, compared to at
r = 1AU (dt1 > dtU) whereas if the solar wind speed decreases
(dV < 0) this causes a relative rarefaction at the greater r (dt1 <
dtU). As pointed out by McComas et al. [1992], spacecraft
sample the heliospheric magnetoplasma at regular intervals
and so at larger r they will sample the compression regions
relatively more frequently than the rarefaction regions. If
there is some dependence of the source jBrj on dV, this bias
would have an effect on the average radial field, open flux
and flux excess estimates derived from regular samples.
[17] To investigate this, we here compute the mean radial
field seen by Ulysses, but also a weighted mean, hjBrUjiW, in
which each data point is weighted not by the (uniform)
sampling interval dtU at the spacecraft but by its correspond-
ing interval dt1 at r = r1 = 1 AU (computed from the Ulysses
data by equation (3)). Had a satellite at r = r1 intersected
the same solar wind as seen by Ulysses, the mean value it
would have detected would have been (rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjiW. The
weighted mean is given by
jBrUjh iW¼ S dt1=dtUð Þ dtU=dt1ð ÞjBrUjh i: ð4Þ
Figure 5 shows the result for daily means: the same result
is obtained for both hourly and CR means (not shown). It can
be seen the effect is very small and hjBrUjiW is very close to
hjBrUji at all times. The limitation to the above analysis is that
the (radial) solar wind velocity V is taken to be constant
between r1 and rU. In reality, stream–stream interaction
regions will form where fast solar wind catches up with slow
ahead of it [Arge and Pizzo, 2000]; these steepen as they
propagate outward but do not generally form shocks until
r  2 AU [e.g., Gosling, 1996]. There are two effects which
influence the bunching up of field lines in these interaction
Figure 4. The 27-day running means of various estimates of the absolute radial field (normalized to
r = r1 = 1 AU) from measurements by Ulysses and ACE during the third perihelion Ulysses pass. Values
derived from ACE observations are shown by thin black lines; those from Ulysses data are shown by thick
black lines. Ulysses data are shown by the area shaded gray in Figures 4a–4c to facilitate comparisons for
(a) the asymptotic limit of the timescale T! 0 hjBrAjT!0i27 (thin black line) and (rU/r1)2 hjBrUjT!0i27 (thick
black line); (b) T = 1 day hjBrAjT = 1dayi27 (thin black line) and (rU/r1)2 hjBrUjT = 1 dayi27 (thick black line);
and (c) the asymptotic limit T! 0 with correction of the Ulysses data for the kinematic effects between rU
and r1 (see section 3) hjBrAjT!0i27 (thin line) and (rU/r1)2{hjBrUjT!0i27  hDBrUiCR} (thick black line).
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regions: first the slow wind is accelerated by the fast and the
fast wind is slowed by the slow wind, thus V is not constant
with r. Second, the flows are deflected in direction at the
interface. Quantifying the integrated effect of these dynami-
cal effects between r1 and rU on (dt1/dtU) would require high-
resolution MHD modeling. However, this effect does not
occur in rarefaction regions (dV < 0) where fast solar wind
runs ahead of slow wind and the kinematic effects can
continue until the IMF is almost fully radial [Jones et al.,
1998; Riley and Gosling, 2007]. Plotting the data in Figure 5
for compression regions (dV > 0) and rarefaction regions
(dV < 0) separately gives virtually identical plots to Figure 5.
Thus we know dynamic effects in interaction regions are not
important in this context and a sampling bias introduced by
kinematic effects is not the cause of the flux excess. We have
confirmed this conclusion using the theoretical modeling
of kinematic structures, as developed by A. P. Rouillard and
M. Lockwood (Solar stream magnetism: Analytic prediction
of three-dimensional heliospheric fields and flows, submitted
to Astronomy and Astrophysics, 2009).
4.2. Kinematic Effect on the Radial Field Magnitude
[18] Lockwood et al. [2009] discuss how the radial com-
ponent of the magnetic field frozen into longitudinally
structured flow will evolve [Burlaga and Barouch, 1976].
Lockwood et al. [2009, equation (5)] give the radial field
increase, relative to its value at a reference heliocentric
distance (we here use r = r1), associated with a flow speed
change dV
DBrU ¼ @V=@t½ 1
1 r1=rUð ÞB8rU
WV coslU
ð5Þ
where [@V/@t]1 is the temporal gradient in V at the reference
surface, B8rU is the tangential field at rU, W is the angular
velocity of solar rotation and lU is the heliographic latitude.
(Note that in the work of Lockwood et al. [2009] the reference
surface used is the coronal source surface and not that at
r1 = 1 AU, as is used here). Equation (3) is used to compute
[@V/@t]1 from the Ulysses data, using the same procedure as
is used on data from r = r1 in the work of Lockwood et al.
[2009]. As in the work of Lockwood et al. [2009], in order
to suppress dynamic stream–stream interaction effects, dV
values smoothed on a 1-day timescale are used (leaving
fluctuations of periods 1–27 days). Equation (5) is then used
to compute hourly values of DBrU for propagation from r1
to rU. The excess field for each 27-day interval hDBrUi27
was then computed, as described above, and running means
of the corrected radial field {h[BrU]T!0i27  hDBrUi27} are
presented by the thick solid line in Figure 4c. It can be seen
that this kinematic correction is small in the polar coronal
hole (where jdVj is low) but larger in the streamer belt (where
jdVj is larger). The thin line is the ACE data, as given in
Figure 4a. It can be seen that the kinematic correction to the
Ulysses data (from rU back to r1) makes it very similar to the
ACE data and also gives a more constant variation with
latitude than for either T ! 0 or T = 1 day. Thus the kine-
matic correction associated with longitudinal flow structure
on timescales of 1–27 days is consistent with the flux excess
observations.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
[19] This paper has investigated the flux excess observed
in the third Ulysses perihelion pass and found it to be roughly
consistent with the overall variation of flux excess with
heliocentric distance r highlighted by Owens et al. [2008].
The survey of Owens et al. found the flux excess did not
depend on heliographic latitude L because they attributed the
dominant effect to r and noted that there are coherent
relationships betweenL and r because of the orbit of Ulysses.
This is slightly different from the results presented here
where the kinematic effect is found to be larger in the
streamer belt than outside it. However, we note that Owens
et al.’s survey contained high-latitude data from sunspot
maximum when both fast and slow flow (and hence kine-
matic effects) are expected at all latitudes, whereas the pass
studied here was near solar minimum where the more
uniform flow speeds of the large polar coronal hole give
smaller kinematic effects at high latitudes. In a subsequent
paper, Lockwood and Owens [2009] will survey the solar
cycle and latitudinal dependences of the excess flux and show
that they are consistent with kinematic effects.
[20] We have eliminated the possibility that small-scale
structure (‘‘roughness’’) of the heliosphere (defined here as
giving variations in spacecraft data on preaveraging time-
scales Tof 1 h or less) is a cause of the flux excess detected by
Ulysses. The reason is that its effect is shown to be almost
identical at the different heliocentric distances r sampled by
Ulysses and ACE. In addition, the effect of this small-scale
structure does not, unlike the flux excess in this solar
minimum pass, vary with heliographic latitude, L. Similarly,
we have shown that the time-of-flight kinematic ‘‘bunching’’
effect on the sampling cannot explain the excess flux detected
by Ulysses. This is known because taking averages of the
Ulysses data with a weighting function that allows for this
bunching gives almost identical answers to taking averages
over fixed intervals at the spacecraft. Dynamical effects of
stream–stream interactions are not a factor because the
results for compression regions and rarefaction regions are
the same.
Figure 5. Scatterplot of the mean radial field over a solar
rotation at Ulysses hjBrUji against the weighted mean for the
same interval hjBrUjiW.
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[21] Two methods of explaining and removing the excess
flux seen within the streamer belt have here been found to
work reasonably well. The first is using a preaveraging
timescale T of about 1 day before the absolute values of the
radial field are taken. The second is a kinematic correction to
allow for the effect of larger-scale longitudinal flow structure
on the frozen-in heliospheric field. Of these two, the kine-
matic correction is based on a physical analysis, albeit with
some simplifying assumptions which are discussed in the
work of Lockwood et al. [2009]. On the other hand, the use of
T = 1 day is based on the idea that smaller-scale structure in
the radial field Br in the heliosphere does not reflect structure
in the coronal source flux and should be averaged out. The
choice of the T value to adopt is problematic: the use of too
large a value will mean that different sectors of the source
field, giving opposite polarity Br values within the interval T,
will also be averaged out and the value of jBrj, and hence by
equation (1) the open flux estimate will be too small. On the
other hand, if too small a value for T is used not all the
structure would be eliminated. The choice of T is somewhat
arbitrary and does influence the FS derived [Lockwood et al.,
2006]. We also note that if the source of the structure in the
heliosphere is on a timescale comparable to the sector bound-
ary crossings in the source field, there is no physical justifi-
cation for using the averaging technique at all as it is not
separating the source structure from the heliospheric struc-
ture (although there will be a T which would yield the true
value of FS).
[22] Taking the data from the streamer belt (here taken to
be where the heliographic latitude of Ulysses is in the range
40LU 40), the r.m.s. difference (shown in Figure 4c)
between the Ulysses and ACE 27-day running means for the
kinematic correction is 0.14 nT, whereas using T = 1 day
(shown in Figure 4b) it is 0.30 nT. Thus using the kinematic
correction removes (and so explains) the flux excess some-
what better than using T = 1 day.
[23] We here also note that the ‘‘Ulysses result’’ (of the
constancy of the radial field component) holds better in the
kinematically corrected Ulysses data in Figure 4 than for
either T = 1 day or for T ! 0. The standard deviations over
the whole pass of the 27-day running means the of various
estimates of the absolute radial field (normalized to r =
r1 = 1 AU) from Ulysses are 0.22, 0.21 and 0.12 nT for
(rU/r1)
2 hjBrUjT!0i27 (thick black line in Figure 4a), (rU/r1)2
hjBrUjT = 1dayi27 (thick black line in Figure 4b) and (rU/r1)2
{h[BrU]T!0i27  hDBrUi27} (thick black line in Figure 4c),
respectively.
[24] We should note that the origins of the two corrections
are quite different. The kinematic correction allows for
structure on timescales between 1 and 27 days (as it uses
dV values smoothed on a 1-day timescale) whereas the T =
1 day correction is removing structure on timescales of 1 day
and less (but is also potentially removing genuine sector struc-
ture in the source field).
[25] There is a considerable difference in the resulting
corrected values of the open flux for this pass. For the kine-
matic correction, the mean radial field magnitude for all ACE
and Ulysses data taken when Ulysses is in the streamer belt
(40LU 40) is jBrj = 2.40 nT, whereas using T = 1 day
this value is 1.85 nT. By equation (1) these correspond to
open flux estimates FS of 3.4 1014 Wb and 2.6 1014 Wb.
Thus the considerations of the flux excess in the perihelion
pass of Ulysses, as presented here, have implications for the
computation of open flux from observations made at r near
1 AU. Lockwood et al. [2009] investigate this issue.
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